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Editorial

Dear Odyssey Readers,
There’s a lot we could say about how difficult this year has been and how much there is we’ve
missed out on, but instead we choose to appreciate the great things we achieved this year in spite of this
year’s challenges.
For our seniors in the Odyssey editing team, we have gotten through our last year of high school!
Congratulations! For our new freshmen members, we welcome you and pass the torch! We look forward
to what you will bring to the Odyssey in the coming years! And in the end, we produced yet another
edition of Washburn’s one and only Literary Magazine!
Last, we cannot go without thanking our staff advisor, Mr. Rice, for all his support and his
willingness to take on the mental and emotional toll that is “leading Odyssey meetings.” And we must of
course thank all of you students and staff who have graciously submitted your work to share! Without
you, there most literally would not be an Odyssey, so thank you.
We will miss you all,
The Odyssey Staff
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Poetry
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hairy hairy legs

hairy hairy legs
si todas las calles cambiarían al ríos...
i would swim them with you
arms sweeping one at a time over shoulders made of lean muscle fiber and yellowing skin stretched tight
over calcium frames
my hands would slice through the water’s surface seconds before yours
creating a symphony of splashes that fight to keep pace with our synonymous pulmonary palpitations
pounds flirting with flutters as we exchange butterfly kisses
we sit on concrete shores with our calves just barely grazing each other
wet skin on wet skin
the pepper fuzz coating my legs brushes against yours
your company is the only one which doesn’t force me into femininity
my bruises remain plum purple to you
everyone else just calls them purple but still sees them as rose rimmed lesions
i love you more than air
i wouldn’t want to breathe without your lungs swelling inside me
Anonymous
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A Chronicle of my Candy Coated Tongue

A Chronicle of my Candy Coated Tongue
It’s tasteless as it hits my tongue
I’m not sure why I expected it to seep into the sides of my mouth with the sickly sweetness of strawberry
syrup
I can’t tell if my heart picks up its pace because of the saccharine kiss that just brushed my blushing lips
or because of the anxiety prowling up my spine and stalking below my skull
My stomach lurches but stops itself before spilling
I find stability in the embrace of a wooden chair whose legs cannot find cohesion
They tilt
switching from triplet to triplet
Every rock feels like an attempt at thrusting me into limbo
I fall through still air for seconds until the chair legs squish into the carpet beneath us and the rigidity
pulls me a little further from fantasy
But after each jolt
it becomes more and more difficult to return to reality...
...Until the wood of the chair dissolves and my eyes open to an aura of understanding
I become aware of the multiverses existing around me
my timeline briefly matching each of theirs and settling alongside hers
I’m focusing so hard on trying to describe how my mind feels
But the feelings are fleeting
and they leak from my subconscious before I can sketch their outline into place
or find the words to define them
Next is the part I call Entwined
It’s not that I am trapped
I can come and go as I please
But fingers extend from the walls of that enclosed space
drawing me in
pleading with me not to leave
And now I can’t
Stones settle in the socked suit of my body and cement my feet to the tile which parallels them
She is even more stuck than I am
I want to help her but if I try to pull her from the water it siphons me back in...
...I have to keep my distance
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A dangerous hand reaches down from above
daring me to place my palm in his
But we are too far apart now
We may exist on the same plane
but he is surrounded with a film which separates him from me
I decline his touch and return to hers
What I see in her right now is what I fear seeing in myself
I have reached capacity
The flowing syrup has drowned my internal organs and chokes me now
I wish sleep would come to wash away this honey haze
And she does eventually...
...but I awake to dissatisfaction
My mouth has retained the taste from the night before
but now it reminds me more of rotting fruit
I wait in the afternoon sun for all these new flavors to melt from my palate...
...Now I can’t even recall that savor
My mouth waters for it once more
My appetite peaks
Anonymous
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Anonymous
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Junk Baby

Junk Baby

There was someone before me
Who flushed the apples of her cheeks with a Teflon beam-smile
She slit from breastbone to belly
Without even flinching,
Poured rice to soak up the water
And left behind a pile of sinew and tar
In the dead space.

There was another, before and after
Who had lost every tooth by 20
Forcing the sour, pulsing smell of cigarettes
Into any space that could stand him
Medicinal, an artist
Playing HORSE in the backyard
And losing on every H

They writhed around together
Discovering brand new colors
Burying the children they once carried
In that warm pharmacological bath

12 paces forward
Make amends, let go and let god
12 paces back
Cause control cure
12 paces once more
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Detox yoga family coffee
12 paces back

Surely, there must be more steps
To fix what those junkies did to me.

Anonymous
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‘caveat emptor’

‘caveat emptor’
the unbecoming vicissitudes of what it means after
when the sweet taste of gum clouds preceding cigarettes
a sorbitol façade that quickly elapses into memories persistent
snow comes down to board up the windows and block out the outside world
to keep the saintly innocence inside
to construct a confession box of sin, anonymous to the pastor that judges as he walks by
she's got wry lips that
kiss
the six six six on their fingers, framed bitter-red in the cold
and tell unceremoniously
fostering a benign resentment that they'd rather not broach
for fear of loss
that has long since been furnished in their unconscious
for they appreciate the solemness in silence
in a telluric bond that doesn’t need to cross the air to overzealous ears
garrulous
verbose if you're being polite
endearing is what they tell her
'caveat emptor' is what she told them when they first met
Anonymous
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Anonymous
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that’s not good

that’s not good
his fingers rest firmly beneath your upturned jaw
and compress over the twin carotid arteries that wind your throat
checking your pulse
your pallid skin sticks slightly, clammy with a dull sheen
to his rough hands
as he removes them
they’ve moistened slightly from your perspiration
he taps your left cheekbone
“you good?”
this escapes in an exhale, accompanied by a tired sigh
tap tap
a trickle of blood escapes your right nostril
such a small drop, that descends your face in an orderly fashion
to outline his lingering touch
he gathers himself whole, sovereign
“oh no,” he says
and wipes away the natural geometry to the droplets path
and smears it into the sweat of your skin
he retracts his hand quickly
and rubs it on the back seat of his jeans
“that’s not good”
Anonymous
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Porcelain Tears

Porcelain Tears
A skeletal knell escapes the hollow casket of her lungs
The Grim Reapers grinning teeth chatter to syncopated breaths
A baby's rattle mewing to restart the cycle of life once again.
Her doll head melts like porcelain, plastered to the old carpet.
The carpet and her hold many secrets together
A confidant of caked grime from the underneaths of her fingernails.
Manly veins bulge on the crest of her forearm as she once again whispers sweet nothings into its hug
Sycophantic kisses desperate for solace.
The world is endless and beautiful but she is only allowed to see the ugliest parts of it.
Anonymous
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Anonymous
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A Family Dinner

A Family Dinner
The walls surround me
enclose me
capture me and keep me
from doing any Harm
but these walls
large walls
walls of sIlver and steel
are here only to hold me
to keep me Safe and secure
they make me feel warm
or maybe that's just someone turning on the burner
and cooking me alIve
they add in Some spices
to give me some flAvor
a pinch of salt
and a dash of pepper
now their stew is ready
i'm in the pot
everyone grabs the top broth
and i am put in a tupperware
leftovers left to spoil in the baCk of the fridge
only to be taken out a month lateR
a face with disgust and I am thrown
into the trash i go
and so maYbe these walls
of black draping expanse
In which i belong
smelly and disgusting
For which I am tOo
foR i am useless and no one wants me
17

maybe this is what i call HomE
L.P.
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Sexual Animalia

Sexual Animalia
Be still my womanhood; let it please you
Breeding through membranes of silicone, veins
Too thick to bleed through
Something puffed up
Like a scared animal
Telling you that there’s an intruder
A monogamous animal that finds a mate
That sells chunks of its soul
To a sullen brick wall.
You can’t expect
An inanimate object
To care
But if the object decides to value you
Like you’re the only animal to evolve
You will pick apart your mammaries
Gallbladder, kidneys, patellas
To fit a mold that wasn’t even
Exclusively made
For you
Maybe it’s because she left you
Or maybe because of the pills
But there’s something insatiable built inside you that will never rest
Ticking like a fucking bomb that edges the darkness
Until someone tells it that it is enough.
Until someone tells it
That it could be loved regardless
Of the exposed wiring.
And so
I let him rewrite my music
I let her dress me in plaster and concrete
I let him come and go as he pleases
19

I let her spit in my tired eyes
I let him throw me against the wall
And I piece together the timeline
Of when I will be
Enough
Anonymous
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probable cause

probable cause
fourteen eyes watch you from across the room
thoughts unseen emotions unheard
differing eras tell stories that criss-cross far too often to be coherent.
frosted windows letting in too much light
fading the art on their hooks, my perfect pictures destroyed
burdened by the fresh paint on my walls
how fresh is it really though?
how fresh is it really when the scent has lingered here for months
how fresh is it really when the door stays closed but not locked
delving deep into your mind only to pick up the leftover pieces
remnants of previous attempts left behind
how many people have come before me?
the leaves outside are long gone
no longer hanging on desperately
no longer falling to the ground unceremoniously
how come you still reference them in every conversation
just get over it already
loose hinges should’ve been the first clue
the focal points bearing all of the weight
i would prefer to live without the constant reminders
i don’t care that—
my bed is still empty, my sheets are still clean
i don’t know how they are
since they’re constantly veiled in
the stench of cologne wafting through the walls
the fresh paint should’ve covered up the odor
being considerate is the least you can do
careless actions will only lead to—
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please
shut your door on the way out
make sure to leave mine open
Kieran Padgett
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I Used to, but Now...

I Used to, but Now…
I used to know him but now
I’ve come witness to his true self
Lie, lie, lie
No truths are told through his lips, lies
Are all he knows. Those who know
Him or know of him have fallen victim
To his faint-hearted falsehoods.
How can they see past them?
He’s of a nervous composure
He stutters, stammers, stumbles
His words. He is no master manipulator
Simply inept.
I used to love him, but now
His demeanor disgusts me.
His eyes used to scream
Exuberance, excitement
Blue eyes bluer than the bluest sky
Like an inviting swimming pool.
Drowning in a sea of exhilaration.
Now, they are cold, meaningless
A deep and dark cave.
No emotion, no heart.
Why would he let them do this?
He had life, and now he is lost in his downfall.
Is it his fault?
Everything he lost, can it be returned?
Will we ever have him back?
I used to abhor him, but now
I see him.
I feel him.
I know him.
I love him.
When one learns the truth, it changes everything.
Nothing stays the same. Your whole world turns upside down
Isn’t that interesting?
24

Things you once hated, you can love again
Things you were once blinded to, you can see them again
Things that were unknown to you, you can know them again.
Things you lost touch with, you can feel them again.
I used to feel forgotten, but now I’ve been found.
He used to feel lost, but now he’s found me again.

Grace Ulferts
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Anonymous
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do you love me like you used to

do you love me like you used to
she used to hold my hand
my five fragile fingers wrapped tight around just the first of her strong ones
hers were weathered smooth by coarse sand mixed amongst cool wet earth, mine not yet aged enough to
have faced the threat of erosion
dark purples grew just beneath the surface of the paper thin translucent patches below her eyes
even before my skin met hers
i was an extra leg sewn alongside her four god-given appendages
rough denim from behind her knee gripped in my small meaty fists
even though my tiny feet tripped up her big knowledgeable ones
she let my hand remain attached to her
i hated the feel of my bed sheets
so much that every night i would curl beneath her covers instead of my own
maybe it was because hers felt softer
or maybe it was because i craved the heat of her body next to mine
but the time came when i found comfort beneath my own comforter
my hand no longer sought solace in hers
or in the back of her knee
i draw back away from her touch because now they don’t feel as innocently adoring as they used to
a stain of red lingers where she placed her hand
scratching and rubbing my skin raw does nothing but inflame its pigment
i hold hot anger in my throat, my teeth barely containing it
feverish phrases festering for the optimum moment to pounce past my tongue
i fear hurting her
but i can’t contain my urge to come clean...
...that she lost my touch long ago
Anonymous
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Jonas Haugland
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How Herb Grinch Stole School Counseling Week: Part 1

How Herb Grinch Stole School Counseling Week: Part 1
“I would like to dedicate this poem to ILT, staff meetings, and the district counseling meetings for
providing me the time and creative inspiration to write.”
Everyone in the district liked School Counseling Week a lot…
But Herb Grinch, who pumped iron, and cooked healthy foods, DID NOT!
Herb Grinch hated Counseling Week, he hated the entire season,
And please don’t ask why, for there was not even a reason.
Maybe his head was not quite screwed on just right.
Or his tight shirts on his big chest, were much, much too tight.
But I think the reason most likely of all,
May have been his brain heart was two sizes too small.
From his perch at Washburn High, he watched all the counseling fools,
Giving thanks and encouragement to their students and schools.
“What about the credit checks, grade inflation, and senior slide?
Why is everybody dancing with pride?
When I was a student, school was much more tough.
I will not participate in Counseling Week; instead, I’ll work out and get buff.
After that I will teach my juniors a School of Hard Knocks lesson or two,
about what it means to be a good student in the class of 2022.”
(to be continued…)
Disgraced, excommunicated former counselor: John Pemberton, emeritus
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How Herb Grinch Stole School Counseling Week: Part 2

How Herb Grinch Stole School Counseling Week: Part 2
All of a sudden, Herb Grinch’s eyes became real bright,
His lips curled into a sneer; it was a frightening sight.
“I will ruin School Counseling Week, and all who adore.
I will ruin what makes it great, right down to its core.”
Towards the schools that were decorated with joy and with glee,
He and his dog Rigley would go on a big shopping spree.
They would take all the banners, the signs, and the pomp,
And destroy them forever with a Crowell-Bar boot stomp.
His first stop was Heritage, which would be quick and he’d be gone.
And he crept into the office of the counselor, Mr. John.
He stole his trusty bike, the posters, and the fidgets,
And even on his computer he took off the widgets.
He grabbed the fun toys, and the poster of Lebron
(who we all know is the best basketball player of all time, bar none).
However, to no one’s surprise, Pemby was working late that fine night.
As he walked into his office, he saw the messy sight.
He stared at Herb Grinch and asked him, “Scare Crowell, why?
Why are you taking my U of M sign, why?
And why are you wearing a fedora—it’s 1990’s old gear.
And are you still mad that I beat you in the board game last year?”
Without thinking twice, Herb Grinch came up with a lie:
“I am borrowing these to decorate my dirty office, so bye-bye!”
And he hopped in his Honda, the economical CRV type
And continued to steal other school counseling hype.
Disgraced, excommunicated former counselor: John Pemberton, emeritus
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How Herb Grinch Stole School Counseling Week: Part 3

How Herb Grinch Stole School Counseling Week: Part 3
The next morning, he worked out and ate his nasty kale,
And was shocked to see the sight when he opened his email.
The counselors were still celebrating all that they do,
Even poor Pemby, whose office Herb Grinch had pooh-poohed.
They smiled and they waved and they continued to Google Meet,
Even without all of their décor and poster sheets.
Herb Grinch was confused, “Why won’t they give up?
Even that school that received poop from my pup?
They continue to work and celebrate this fine week
They are still kind to me, even though I’m a big freak.”
And with that, Herb Grinch's brain heart grew ten sizes the bigger
(though they still were not proportionate to his pec muscles, which were quite thicker).
As Herb Grinch realized that it’s okay to be kind,
His hatred of School Counseling Week began to unwind.
He realized that credits and transcripts and rec letters
Are a tiny part of how he can make kids’ lives so much better.
And the next thing he knew, he sent out his first group email to staff
With a funny meme of Bernie Sanders, and the school counselors all laughed!
And then he messaged his students for a group counseling sesh.
Just joking, dear readers, it’s still Herb Grinch—that don’t mesh!
Disgraced, excommunicated former counselor: John Pemberton, emeritus
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Disgraced excommunicated former councilor John Pemberton, emeritus
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Like Fine China

Like Fine China
The stars chatter amongst themselves in apprehension
A sort of twinkling sound
Like fine china
As they wait for the moon to step into the sun’s spotlight.
A changing of the guards
One abandoning its post for the other in ritual solemnity.
Would you be my moon?
That so in these winter nights I can find warmth in your majesty
And solace in the solitude of you watching over me.
I could be the night!
A vast blanket to frame you upon
Your porcelain skin stark against the black velvet.
Little jewels on my fingers that catch the light as you do
Complementary
Applause they whisper trails up and down the lunar sand dunes.
Metals meeting, mixing, clinking.
Like fine china.
But the cold only lasts for so long
It is destiny cast long ago in the shadow of the soon-sweltering sun.
A ceremonial shift from the avarice of the sweltering day
As the summer gathers its fists and relinquishes less and less with each solar dawning
Until the moon falls and finally breaks against the horizon
Shattering into delicate pieces
Like fine china
For someone else to pick up and mend
To proudly display on their shelf
Though perhaps wreathed in a different color than the color of nothing at all.
Liam O’Neil
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Spring Lovers

Spring Lovers
As the spring lights come, the sun shines brighter.
I watch as the plants bloom to their color.
As of one wish, I held the snow tighter.
“Let it go!” I hear as someone hollers.
The wind is blowing but not too quickly.
As the rush of my soft hands through the grass.
“Run,” I heard, as I felt something prickly.
The plants weaken as I notice black gas.
We make for a run, I see they've fallen.
I reached out as I noticed an old face.
I pulled and pulled, screaming, "Don't die, Collin.”
He smiled, we ran and made it to the place.
Caught our breath, I gazed at him with a sigh.
I let go, he saw, I began to cry.
Aisha Sharif
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Jonas Haugland
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“I Was the Devil”

“I Was the Devil”
From my own provocations does my love wane,
A bitter remembrance of what can’t be again.
The feelings stopped as soon as they began,
A remembrance and folly of an imperfect man.
Never did I mean to embitter you so,
For the pain you feel is all the more real.
If I could go back, I’d wish to never know
Know that my presence could have caused you pain to feel
What once was shall never be once more,
And too does my regret writhe and revel.
I will know forever you weren’t some whore,
You were an angel, I was your devil.
Anonymous
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mads mikkelsen

mads mikkelsen
the lifeless body swung from the ceiling
the skin looked as if it was peeling
but i sat in my chair
i sat and i stared
at connor and this magnificent new feeling
Kieran Padgett
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Noah Kinsley
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Lindsay
Stark in the night, a city so bright
It glows and beacons for you to come tonight
And eat it in the morning
Ever aborning
Dine with it by first light.
It beckons you, and says hello
Its name contrary meaning, and pretty like Monroe
Thus go to it, you must
And when you quit, I trust
You will never forget, Cheerio
Kieran Padgett
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macaulay culkin
nineteen pounds of people spray
just enough to make them go away
but not the demons
those i keep
drawing me in like a beacon
i cannot speak
they tear me apart and my mind they flay
someone please help me or i may die today
Kieran Padgett
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Sawyer Ranum
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overused rhyme scheme
there she sat
upon the ledge
unlike other times
when she’d wedge
up against her
without a care
but this time
she sat and she stared
she doesn’t know what happened
she watched from the side
watched as her friend
as her friend swept the tide
she wasn’t drowning per say
but she was in trouble
and like all good tales
she was found in the rubble
whom she’d been with
well she mustn’t say
but it was as if she’d been alone
alone on that day
she couldn’t recount much
but as a glass was poured
she said she remembered
the sound of nails on a chalkboard
it wasn’t much
but it was a clue
and it would help
bring me to you
she might’ve been drowning
so might’ve i
i had been frightened
but she up and died
this surely sounds grave
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and frankly that’s shown
but how on earth
could she not have known
she sat there forever
alone on that ledge
and in the end
it was all for a pledge
she fought so hard
on one simple task
and would’ve kept going
if not for her flask
the tides will keep rolling
and the wheels won’t stop turning
but i only wish she was here
so i could stop yearning
she holds her dearly
and can’t let go
and try as she might
this goes to show
and though it’s shown
she was a terrible friend
she must’ve guessed
it’d be worth it in the end
Kieran Padgett
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a ninth grade love affair
atmosphere left unexplored
all of the heavy, locked doors
i was shocked and totally floored
by the ocean waves and sandy shores
stuck on the brink of madness
trapped in a sea of stars
all of the surrounding sadness
we could be free on mars
take me there
build your desires
until our share
of time expires
hold it dear
and don’t let go
until you fear
it’s the end of show
the idea of wandering
brings me down
but not in the way
that comes with a frown
wandering cannot last forever
and though i wish it could
someday someone clever
will make it last for good
your mind is a brilliant place
but i know it doesn’t compare
to my tremendous love of space
which, to be honest, isn’t fair
the idea of not knowing
pushes me forward every day
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and though i want to keep going
you’re what makes me stay
your complete and utter wonder
of everything far and near
is enough to pull me under
into the depths of fear
we tread quietly and politely
as to not upset
what shines so brightly
in what we’ll soon regret
maybe if we stay right here
and amend what causes trouble
the answer will become clear
and we can stay in our own little bubble
Kieran Padgett
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Anonymous
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my butterfly
you are the heat warming the surface of my skin
forcing the goosebumps that once spiked and speckled my legs to dissolve
i drink you in
you smell like hot tea
causing herbal aromas to fill my expanding lungs
seeping into their walls to permanently stain my soft pink tissue with a presence of you
i grip your hand even though sweat pours from your palms
dampening my own
you feel cool to the touch
but i can sense a geothermal heat pulsing from inside your bones
you only show this melting honey center to me
or at least that’s what you tell me
pins creep in the pit of my belly
my organs and flesh seem to sense our parting before either of us can
i don’t want to let go
because i love you most
even or odd
Anonymous
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Frozen Lake
Yet I see the site that lays
beyond,
As clear as day where light
first dawned,
From it lies nature's purity
Like cracks of ice, without
abjectivity
Nathaniel Schwartz
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Anonymous
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The Dark Night
Under the light of the beaming bright moon,
his low voice hung like a deep soft whisper,
lingering through my thoughts like an old tune.
It's almost as if he did not miss her.
He told me, “Goodnight my darling, farewell.
I do not want to leave you, yet I must.”
It was an act that he performed so well.
Perfect he’d be, but for the lack of lust.
To the other man's apartment I strolled,
up the side steps and in through the backdoor.
He stood there like a shadow rimmed with gold,
and a smirking smile just about to soar.
Do I choose the one that told me goodnight,
or the one kept under the dimming light?
Emily Selchow
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if you add it all together...
your eyes are like a tv screen
static green-blue
i could look at them all day
so cliché
while your fingers make a stick figure that walks up my spine
i lose myself in you
in your smell
you smell like white people soap
and when i wash my hands i get a little whiff of you
your hands fit comfortably just above my hips
i tense up in anticipation of when you squeeze my waist and tickle my sides
now you’ve done it
i get to tickle you back
fingertips sinking only for a second before coming into contact with firm muscle
i imagine how it looks under your skin
red and raw
stretching to the point of tearing
you think you’re doughy
but only because you can’t see yourself through my windows
it took a while
breaks in our timeline
heavy still air
tight lipped
stiff rough touches
but now your blue blends with my red
throbbing purple hues emanating from the places where our skin touches
hot sensations running down our shared nerves
your breath in my ear
moistening my skin
a quiet stream escapes your lips
i love you
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Carling McQuinn
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symptoms of root rot
the path is too narrow for both of us to fit
i walk along the side, ruining the shoes i wore just for you
it feels like a game
my white-hot bones saw through my insides
they leave me a puddle
they say winter soaks up moisture in the air, but what about the moisture inside
you’re supposed to keep your plants nourished
why do you keep leaving me to die
you could’ve been mine
clouds cover every inch of
sky, i’m on my knees
already out the door
rain melting down the glass
just checking in
the searing sun does nothing to dry out my roots, they’re nestled in too deep
no exposure to outside air
no exposure to the real world
at this point the choice should be obvious
Kieran Padgett
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dad, dadda, daddy
he’s pulling her up the stairs
it’s just a goofy game
until her little elbow tears
it really is a shame
just how easy little arms can break
no more than playing they were
nonetheless it was just a mistake
or at least that’s what he tells her
she’s chatting up a storm again
in the seat beside him
his temper is lost which is when
he provided her a limb
a bonk upon her head
it was nothing more
until her mouth was filled with red
and from it blood did pour
a bitten tongue, a chipped tooth
just an accident
she was young, that was the truth
no need for sacrament
just a quick stop along the way
the tall man took his order
it was the middle of the day
he slowly leaned in toward her
“this can be a secret between you and me
mommy doesn’t need to know”
of more drinks he ordered three
stumbling to the door he did go
hopping in his big red truck
an extra beer he downed
it was a stroke of luck
they got home safe and sound
she rid his faults from her head
she put on a face of charm
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“daddy is scary” they once said
she feared her children’s harm
she kept her children by her
for when he got hasty
her aspirations were deterred
all for her children’s safety
Anonymous
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Ben Mogush
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THE END OF NEXT WEEK
“THE END OF NEXT WEEK,” the words hang in the air like the overwhelming exhaust off a city bus. If
you don’t keep the thought moving, you’ll soon be overcome by the symptoms of carbon monoxide
poisoning, or, perhaps, it’s more accurately described as asphyxiation; regardless, the thought “THE END
OF NEXT WEEK” is still looming large, and your head is starting to spin.
You allow yourself some reprieve. You close tabs and windows that seem as if they have been open for
weeks. You hear an audible sigh and, for a moment, truly wonder if that came from you or the computer.
Half smiling at this childish line of thinking, you lean back and stretch out your limbs. Then, as you stare
at a heaping pile of dirty laundry sitting on the floor next to a hamper full of clean, folded laundry, there it
is again, “THE END OF NEXT WEEK.” Even here the thought finds you. It prods at you: you won’t be
doing this again. Stretched out as things are, laughing at your own foolishness, letting the
laundry…launder. No, not with everything to get done.
It’s in this moment, with the slightest clench of your jaw, that you wish the thought was a reality. It might
as well be “THE END OF NEXT WEEK.” At least then all of this would be done with.
You take one deep breath in, exhaling slowly, “T H E
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J.L. Schmit
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All Wrong
Something isn’t right
I can’t quite put my finger on what it is
An anomaly
That bird brings perfect cherub babies to every family but mine
He brought mine a bloated corpse with a pacifier
He cursed them
They spilled their love into a rancid ghost
Like an accident
Now the corpse has fake eyelashes and ear piercings
But something still isn’t right
I scrub in the shower so hard, but this skin is branded to me
I shave my legs like I’m burning through every pound of flesh
‘Til I hit marrow
Tomorrow
I always think it’ll be right, and it never is
What great perversion hath wrought itself onto me
That pours its sand through the hourglass that harbours me?
Drugs are material
Love is brazen
I’m cattle in a field, absentmindedly forking down cud ‘til the slaughterhouse rings its bell
Everyone around me is a marionette playing into my demonic fantasy
Enabling darkness
And I rot like compost in a dirty bed, under dirty sheets, my dirty soul
Prescribes no penitence to anyone
Name any belief and I’ll tell you why it’s a lie
Describe anyone and I’ll tell you why I hate them
Read any news headline and I’ll tell you why I don’t care
Show me any cartoon and I’ll tell you why it’s not funny
Read me any obituary and I’ll tell you why they deserved it
I’m not a mean person
I’m an encyclopedia of the most vile, incestuous trimmings
Threatening to expose themselves at all times
So something isn’t right, and that’s all I know.
Anonymous
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The foolish dichotomy of fiction and naturalism are thin veils that keep the human mind complicit
Oh, how your colors
Of blue and orange make me dance.
And the way your little book
Makes my heart leap and prance.
I wish, oh! I wish to be in your literary magazine.
Oh, how serene, to be in that magazine!
Noah Kinsley
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pebble friends pebble friends
Pavement covered in little pebbles.
Each rock bouncing,
tossing,
streaming,
away from my shoe like a bird sailing the wind over the shore.
Each one skipping along with my stride,
Keeping me company, if only for a few steps.
Every stone,
a miniature companion.
A better friend than Hayden brown.
Jayden brown is a smelly boy.
Noah Kinsley
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Liz Kangas
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unwaking dream
when i was little i would drift off on the couch
my father would pick up my sleeping body
and i would find myself tucked in my own bed
safe in my room
transported overnight
dad?
can you pick me up again?
can you carry me home while i sleep?
it's not quite a sofa i'm on
but i think it's close enough
Linnea Ouimet
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mb
i used to sit in the backseat and watch the way they talked to each other
he flashed a smile for her he would show no one else
he’d remove his hand from the steering wheel so that he could hold her hand in his instead
...i liked to watch their love...
he used to love me too
but in a different way of course
he was the only “he” i felt safe with
we shared a dad
his mom would scold me as much as mine would scold him
he was my false brother and i his fabricated sister
he was raised by women
and he was the only man to not hurt me...
...but hold my hand
it was scary the day he cried
we sat a few inches apart on the bench next to the basketball park in the newborn summer heat
i looked away when i heard his whimper
he’d cried before
...when he fell and scraped his knee...
...when he lost in a board game...
...when i would call him something mean...
but never this kind of cry
the cry that melted his hard honey shell
it hurt to see him hurt
but i opened my eyes and threaded my arms through his
he shivered
and he shook
and i held him tighter
i worried about them
i didn’t care about losing them a little bit
because those little bits just sat in the others’ back pocket
i worried about them hurting
...each other?
...themselves?
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...and now that she’s hurting
i realize how much he took away from everyone he said he loved
he took away embraces that made me break down into tears when all i could do was try to hold myself
together
he took away ecstatic achievement and the feeling of burning muscle
he took away listening to music on full volume with the bass turned all the way up
he took away riding in the car without seat belts so we could hang out the windows on the way home
he took away his silly little repetitive predictable wardrobe
he took away his triple dimples when he smiled that i called his fish gills
he took away my feeling of safety i had for only him
he took away the only person who would fight like that to keep me from getting hurt
...and in his absence he leaves a grieving girl...
i can’t compare to her pain
i can remember the day i told him what i had done...
...how i had tried to hurt myself
the fear in his eyes made me want to never scare him like that again
he said he was disappointed
...not in me...
...but that i hadn’t called him
...i wish i could call him now
but i don’t trust he’d answer…
Anonymous
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to have her ears
i like the way she listens to music
she takes note of the references to god when it seems to me like they’re only talking about a piece of
jewelry
she pulls my fingers into hers to grip me as they yearn for drew
she exclaims with satisfaction at the line cursing those pigs
she pushes the volume to its limit so she can scream the word liability
but i can still hear her voice over the car radio
bouncing off note because she’d rather be loud than in tune
i swoon because no one else before her has ever liked to sing the same way i do
she tells of tangerines
and the word pussycat slides off her tongue
she notes the dancing of the trumpets
and she tells me how this song will never go out of style
she says she relates to the singer but that sometimes life is like the woman he sings about
Anonymous
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Since the Accident
I saw you once
Through leaves on a gray morning.
You shimmered, an image of beauty,
Beneath your favorite apple tree.
It rained then, and you danced beneath limbs
that seemed to shake with silent laughter.
I saw your grace, but I did not see
The veil of mist in your eyes.
“Homer would call it wine-dark,”
I told you once. You laughed.
But today your hair is light, ghostly,
Floating in the haze.
They say
That memory is but a waking dream.
Or is it that a dream is a sleeping memory?
I can’t recall. Nor can I recall
Your face.
Your touch.
Your voice.
They are gone with the morning rain.

Mr. Rice
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Profe Leary
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the cold basement floor
pretty face tied up like a present
the girl she once looked up to
the consistency
constantly craved by the broken
safety
in numbers
in the disillusionment of loose connections
hold on my dear
just a little longer now
the quiet is yet to be muddled with the sounds of
i wish that the crushing weight would let up for a minute
i'm far more flavorful than you think
far more flavorful without all the effort
i wish we could just give in
i wish that our walks could be steady and our cries could be loud
i wish we could bask in each other
i wish it didn’t always feel like letting go
like saying goodbye would be the last time for awhile
i'm in love with you
how else do you expect me to say it
Kieran Padgett
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Sunday Morning
I wake up with the mourning doves every summer,
eyes pried open by the early dawn.
A suffocating heat begins to creep in through the windows,
another feverish summer spent wasting away.
Distant trains call out from miles away,
a gentle reminder that the world will keep turning without me.
Somehow these routines keep me sane,
the desolate familiarity is enough to feel like home.
It’s a strange type of nostalgia,
the kind that tears you open
and pulls a year’s worth of locked-away dread and foreboding out.
And as hard as I try, I can’t hold on to every sunrise in the early morning light,
it is slipping through my fingertips as quickly as it came,
I lose every beautiful thing I’ve had the luck to find.
In many ways, I feel as though I am still a child.
I can feel it in the way my feet don’t touch the ground while I sit slouched in a chair,
toes pointed in a futile attempt.
I feel it when my mother tells me I’ve grown up to be just the same as her,
as we weave our way through her perfectly aligned rows of bleeding hearts and daffodils.
Because after screaming to the stars each night, to a god I would swear I don’t believe in,
just so those words would stay tucked behind rouge-stained lips and yellow teeth,
this thoughtless attempt towards peace leaves a metallic sort of taste in my mouth.
Anonymous
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Elena
The city took me for a fool.
It shed a little sunlight each morning,
poured sweet syrup through my mouth.
This hour soaks me not in formaldehyde
but in something rather corrosive because
(To put it frankly)
my skin is thin.
Through the morning window I drown in—
limelight.
I’m now a live wire circus ambulance,
stuffing pillows with stark greed and—
melatonin.
Things tend to fall in line:
The constellations and my whole life and
This pigeon scraping off watery Portland cement.
I am blurring the lines of downtown into
a saturated noise paradigm on some sort of
hypothetical Tokyo rooftop. In all my contradiction
Give me the cities and I will be fine.
Elena Geffen
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Mirrors
i wonder what these pretty glass walls would say if you asked.
would they tell the stories of how they watched a girl, entirely superficial and inexplicably lonely,
curled up sobbing on an already tear-stained carpet during 8am class?
of how her jealousy is slowly picking away at her corroding psyche?
i suppose they might tell you the classic sob story
of trying once, twice, and again until losing count,
to paint a falsely-colored face in vain pursuit to expunge dark lavender circles & bloodshot, bloated eyes.
(i’m sure you could hear about the saltwater rivers ruining her precious progress
on these fated flash-flood days when an unrelenting pressure splits the dam open).
maybe the oldest resident of this meager 9-by-10 sick fucking dollhouse can tell you
this entire space has been subconsciously influenced by the desire to live solely in an eroding childhood,
a keepsake held onto for far too many years.
maybe someday she will be able to take care of herself.
(today is not that day).
i hope you would hear of the hundreds of kisses that took place in this room,
some wildly ill-advised but others still from a lover who tended to stick around.
she replays those moments in the dark so that they blend into her dreams each night,
the feeling of his wolfish smile between her legs,
the warmth of his limbs entangled in hers,
quiet whispers of three little words it took her three years to say.
if you listen long enough, i think you would hear about what happens under the strawberry moon,
in the glow of the pink light cast over her bed.
picture a dimly lit figure blowing smoke out the window with a bottle clasped in hand,
a haze of incense and marlboros tangled together before floating out to the stars.
they hold simpler stories as well, ones of clean sheets and jasmine-washed skin,
scrubbed raw to ease a sense of impermanence,
of chamomile tea and honey for the sleepless nights.
sometimes there’s no choice but to wait for the dark to turn into dawn,
the blue hues signal to the sparrows an emergence of a newly-familiar hope.
Anonymous
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my picking affliction
when my nails grow long enough for pearly crescent moons to adorn their bodies like lacy fringe
i use them like trowels to dig divots into the soft layer of skin hiding at the roots of my spider leg hair
the pads of my fingertips press lightly into my temples and drag up from this starting place
they scour my skull
stopping only when they encounter minuscule mole hills made of skin and sebum
this is when they dig
i force my talons into fresh soil
tearing open moistened skin to release the pressure pulsing beneath the surface
yellowing pus seeps from the wound momentarily before scarlet sap pollutes the solution
eventually
the once yellow fluid is replaced completely by a cherry hue
it pools in the cleft i’ve cut for it in my skull
but it soon begins to drain down the side of my forehead
dodging hair follicles like tree trunks as the stream snakes its way towards my bare skin
i leave this gash to gush and continue my fingertip search
my palms feel like men banished to beachfronts
forever employing metal detectors to scout for loose change and lost wedding rings
but my appendages scavenge instead for old wounds
they come upon a hardened scab leftover from yesterday’s hunt
a plate of crusted blood and flaked skin placed like a manhole cover over a former puncture
my nails are held responsible
it’s an addiction
a compulsion
i mindlessly lift the edge of the scab to allow for a new river to flow from beneath its shield
bits of solidified blood stick to the underside of my fingernails
my picking tools are no longer white
they are now tinted faintly reddish brown to match the patch at the base of my neck where spine meets
prickly fur
i christen a washcloth under the tap and wipe it across my salty skin
its damped fibers wick wet blood away from the two flowing springs i set forth
i leave them to congeal
petrifying until i can return to claw them open once more
Anonymous
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doses
a small plastic container
when i shake it the contents collide with the thin dividing walls
the clear plastic is now frosted with pulverized white powder
but i can still make out the small colorful shapes outlined through the mist
they dance in their partitioned corners
each of them making a slightly different pitched tinkle
i pop the plastic lid and empty the contents into my palm
they are cool yet they quickly begin to warm from the heat of my skin
i fear that they will melt despite the fact that i know from experience they won’t
time and time again i have gripped the collection in my fist under the table before shoving them one by
one down my throat
i select one and pinch it tightly between my first finger and thumb
the capsule coating feels fragile and bends slightly under my applied pressure
a division in the center separates the light blue side from the luminescent orange side
they don’t really fit together in my opinion
but this one is by far the most attractive
the rest are camouflageable neutral tones which fail to elicit an emotional reaction from me
creamy white
deep chocolate brown
pale yellow
another pearlescent ivory
boring
i return the technicolor pill to my palm where it falls into line with the others
i hesitate momentarily before opening my mouth and tossing the collection towards my tongue
they linger there
toxic flavors leach into my muscle and bone
this notifies me it is time to swallow
they tumble recklessly down my gullet
they stop periodically
clogging their passage
but they are lubricated by my saliva and continue slipping down until i can no longer feel their lumps
pressed between the tightening ridged walls of my esophagus
Anonymous
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Affectionate Absence
“Maybe that was love. Choking sounds and silence.”
Touch me and I touch back
Swirling fingerpads coming into contact with a liquid velvet coating
You feel smooth to the touch
I stroke your cheek gingerly
But you don’t fear the thought of leaving purpling fingerprints upon my skin
I pack the slim gap beneath the surface of my thighs with goose down feathers to protect them from the
prickly sensation of our collision
I think I spend way too long thinking about the markings you may leave
The thick air between us feels used to the bone
There’s no allowance for the croak attempting to climb from my throat
Nothing comes out
You gag slightly on the silence like you would on a pungent odor
But you return to your rhythm
Is there affection in my absence?
Who, or what, is left to love?
Anonymous
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Looking Glass

Who does your heart see through the looking glass?
Your answer better not be just Alice.
So please don't answer this question with sass,
And observe who loves you with no malice.

They say to be complete, I need a man,
And without someone, I can’t be happy.
I would be “lonely,” without one who can
Make my naïve, teenage soul less sappy.

In reality, teens are still so young,
So why think of significant others?
Look outside, my friend, our spring has just sprung!
We could pick some flowers for our mothers.

And through any looking glass, you will see
Your own self to love, staring back at thee.

Abigail Justman
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Baltimore
The wind blows a sharp and breathy whistle through the air, laden heavy with crystals of ice, a
serrated knife using the tear tracks on her cheeks as marks to guide its cuts. It slices through her thin
clothes, leaving her mind in tatters. She sits on the prickly grass, eyes wide. She’s trying to give herself
snow blindness, but the snow on the ground is patchy. Like hair yanked out, like her hasty haircut that’s
left her half bald, it never piles thick enough to cover the stony earth beneath. She looks down at her
trembling hands. They’re red, blindingly so, but not from the cold. A reflexive push to tuck back
nonexistent bangs leaves a messy stain on the shell of her ear. Her movements almost smooth out, comfort
found in a repetitive motion, until she feels the sting of cold air on wet skin again, and she is sent into
another set of deep, shuddering breaths. Her body shakes with the effort of staying upright. No matter
how much she wants to put her head into her arms, she keeps her head up and her eyes locked straight
ahead.
Against herself, she starts to smile. Almost. It’s a little quirk of the lips—to anyone else, it would
look like a nervous twitch. Maybe it is. This is so cliche, she thinks. She feels distantly hysterical. The
scissors glint at her from the ground. Something wells up inside her, a roiling fountain of acid and bile
climbing up her throat. She lurches to the side and pukes on the icy grass. It is achingly harsh. There is no
beauty in the scene around her. The grass is cold. Brown and dead. The dirt is pounded down. Gray. The
hacked-back, withered stumps of asphodel reach out of it like fingers. The low outbuildings around her
are dull white, the fences just beyond them peeling and falling apart. It’s the color of corpses, the crumble
of grave dirt. Her breath turns to fog within her mouth. It seeps out between the crooked gaps in her teeth.
She imagines it covering the ground, feeding off the ice in the air and growing like a mold. It would hide
the world from her, and her from the world, in the fuzzy whiteness of a migraine.
She sits like that for a few moments more. Maybe minutes. Maybe hours, or days, or weeks or
months—it doesn’t matter, because eventually she gets up, and she looks at the body lying next to her,
and she manages not to throw up her guts. There is something deeply unsettling about gazing into the
empty eyes of your own corpse. She’d read that somewhere, in a book. Maybe her diary. It doesn’t look
like her any more, which is the strange thing. The house dress it lies in looks like that of a baby doll: all
ruffles and cotton and gingham. It’s something her mother would wear. It’s pink. Pale pink, which
contrasted terribly with the ginger hair spilling out around its head. If the sun had been brighter she would
have felt inclined to call it a halo, but under the weak, wavering rays all it looked like now was a rusty
pool of blood. The face is almost hers, but it’s deeply lined. It sags at the edges. She reaches out a
blood-soaked hand and anoints it as she pushes the lids down, smearing it on like eyeshadow from a pot
with a detached sort of scorn. The eyes slide heavily shut, almost on their own, as if tired after a long day.
The body is not beautiful either, but still, she stares for a few moments more.
Linnea Ouimet
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Myre
Without hope did I trudge through effluent myre, my body swayed and spurned down by
conniving tendrils of primeval chaos. Oh how I so undoubtedly wish to rid this benighted world of such
pestilent emencites as to allow a world without haphazard trudgers such as I. The pool beneath my feet so
unbearably caves and contorts upon my soles and sludges through my very core like a tirade of never
ending malice.
More and more do my movements stagger, and truthfully too do my motives sway and falter with
ease. Not so soon as I had begun, I gave way to miscreancy and fell to my fate, blighted with failure and
entrapped cosmic substances of vile imagination. The substance I feared now fully encased my soul,
leaving benighted imagery and foul mesmeric feelings of blind chaos to enrapture my core. I now wished
to struggle, to bite back upon the tides and lay waste to my newfound sodden world.
No sooner had I been plagued did I soon too did fall silent, leaving myself to crawl away from my
own archaic mind. To be awakened now would be as to mankind is to its trial, trial of finding true
meaning and shifting through horrid personi. No greater shall anyone wish to supplicate before blighted
myre, but how greatly do they revel in their own meaningless standing displays.
Anonymous
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Super Short Tragic Hero Story
Clank was a ball-dog. Neon green tennis balls littered his yard, his house, and his world. Nothing
gave him greater joy than seeing his kids come home and dropping one of his sloppy, wet balls at their
feet. If big, bouncy Black Labs are allowed an addiction, Clank’s was his balls (okay, get your mind out of
the gutter, dear readers: tennis balls). This dear dog didn’t have a mean bone in his body and was
universally liked throughout the neighborhood. However, his need to have someone toss the ball for him
was so strong that he did little else. The game of fetch was an obsession; he didn’t want to snuggle, enjoy
a good ear scratch, or beg for food. He wanted his balls.
Clank’s kids loved him and enjoyed playing with him, but they got tired of the slimy, moist
spheres being dropped on their denim-covered laps. Each ball delivery from Clank required the selected
kid to touch the drool-drenched ball with as few fingers as possible, and toss it across the room, wet
droplets tailing it like a comet. Gross. Outside, the kids often used a baseball bat to propel the ball to fly
further in the hopes of tiring out Clank. He got tired, but he still didn’t stop. He couldn’t. If he’d been
lucky enough to be born a human, Clank would be a baseball player. His obsession, combined with his
innate athleticism, would make him a top draft right out of college. From there, he’d have been on to fame
and fortune. Who knows, maybe he was Mickey Mantle or Barry Bonds in a previous life. But today, he
wasn’t a human; he was a Black Labrador. Such is life.
When the kids were gone at school, Clank would get bored and often nap, surrounding himself
with neon balls like orbiting moons. Often, he passed time by trying to play fetch alone. This involved
dropping a ball off the corner of the deck and walking away like he didn’t do it. Then, he would suddenly
notice the bouncing ball, as if thrown down by an invisible giant, and spring to life to fetch it. In spite of
this, his day didn’t really begin until his beloved kids got home to help him with fetch. Clank was, after
all, a ball dog.
On a rainy day, Clank was a particularly obsessive addict-in-action. When it rained, he took great
pleasure in wickedly pawing out a section of grass until the turf was gone, then rolling in the resulting wet
mud. He’d drop his ball into the mess as well and chew on the gritty dirt with relish. This not only
wrecked the yard, but also caused havoc with the resulting, necessary bath. Clank did not enjoy a bath and
made a great show of shaking mud all over the walls, crying and escaping. What a mess! His kids learned
to keep him in during bad weather. Since he couldn’t be outside, he was chewing on his ball all day and it
was especially loaded with smelly saliva. Meanwhile, the boys were trying to play Fortnite, a video game
filled with wide-hipped cartoon people, which demanded their complete attention. Clank could not stand
that they were focused on their controllers and not his ball. He kept nosing their hands, hard, causing
interruptions to the game. The kids loved Clank, they really did, but sometimes the ball was too much.
“Go away,” they said roughly. But Clank couldn’t. He just couldn’t quit. He was a ball dog.
As aforementioned, he was an addict. It’s a little known fact that addiction can be a problem with
dogs. Some are addicted to begging, with quivering strings of saliva and whining, while others cannot
stop licking themselves, or bark, bark, barking every time a car drives by. Clank’s ball was a bit less
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annoying than these other things, yet addiction is dangerous, no matter the behavior. Addicts rarely do
well in life.
Anyways, on this rainy day, the kids had finally had enough. With another rude nosing from
Clank, ball in mouth, begging for attention, the controller flew completely out of the kid’s hand. He got
angry. “Give me that,” he yelled with an outstretched hand. Clank obediently dropped the ball into his
palm and began a dance of excitement, tail going crazy as he anticipated a good throw.
The kid looked at the ball and considered his options. Then, decisively, he walked towards the
front door, reared back his arm, muscular and sure from years of baseball, and threw the ball as far as he
could. It sailed over the roof of the neighbor’s house and disappeared. The kid held Clank back with a
firm grip. “Sorry, pal,” he said. “I’m done with it.”
Clank began to cry. What was happening? This was torture.
Ignoring him, the kid walked to the kitchen and got a paper bag, picking up balls as he moved
through the house. Soon, all visible balls were gone from underneath the couch, the corners, and the
carpet. Nothing was left.
Still quietly crying, Clank slunk into the now-empty corner and curled up into a little circle,
making himself as small as possible. He shuddered with loss. It would take several days for him to handle
the physical withdrawal. However, the psychological wounds would never heal. Clank lived for many
more years, but he lost his bounce, his eagerness, and his positivity. Life was no longer an endless game,
but a drudgery. Like a good dog, he did his duty. He saw his kids off, first to high school, and then to
college, tail a-wagging, but he never forgot his balls. One day he laid down in his empty corner with a
heavy sigh. He closed his eyes and remembered his youth and his beloved balls. For a moment he was
happy again. Then he died.
Rest assured, dear readers, there will be endless neon green tennis balls in doggy heaven. Also,
this is fiction.
Maureen Mulvaney
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The City of Light
We lived in the Woods of Shadows and Darkness, or at least that was what most people came to
call it. No one could remember their time from before being in the woods. One day you just woke up with
the clothes on your back lying in the darkness. The only light came from the moon, and so everything was
covered in shadows. The trees are twisted things that look like they could snap at any moment, but are
surprisingly sturdy. There is a tasteless plant that serves as the only nutrition, but it gets you by.
Eventually everyone makes it to the edge of the woods and into a clear land as far as the eye can see.
That’s also the first time that you hear…them.
No one knows what they look like. They are dark shapes in the night with glowing red eyes,
moving in a blur. That first time you just hear this howl that tears at your mind. Then you see the eyes that
seem to be looking right at you, into your very soul. They start moving closer, and so you run. You run
until your legs are about to give out, and then you hide. You eat some of the plant, and sleep for a few
hours. You are awoken by that same howl, and see those eyes approaching in the distance, and so you run
until you can’t anymore. At some point, you come to the other side of the woods, and find yourself in a
clearing with a city in the middle. Before your curiosity can be piqued, you hear the howl, and see those
eyes coming out of the city, sending you running once more. This is your new life it seems, and you know
at your core that you can’t let them get you, for death will be a blessing.
However, under the light of the full moon, everything changes. On that one day, the city in the
middle of the woods is no longer a haunted place to be avoided. On that day, it is transformed into the
City of Light. A single point of comfort in a terrible world. And so you emerge from the woods, and run
to the city with all haste. On this day, you can see the city clearly, and it is a place of true beauty.
The city itself consists of a number of brick buildings lit by beautiful lamps, surrounding a central
courtyard. Some of the people go into the buildings, but few waste their time there. For in the central
courtyard, there is always an elaborate feast draped with beautiful ribbons of every color. And so the
people gather. They eat, they drink, and they talk. It is a time of joy as the food is delicious and you are
among other people for the first time in so long. No one knows anyone else, and that never matters.
Everyone is just overcome with happiness on this wonderful occasion. It is a day that fills your very soul
with warmth and cheer. The whole thing is almost enough to remind you of what awaits you outside of
the city. Almost.
And then it happens. It is subtle at first. A ribbon falls down here, a lamp goes out there. You tell
yourself everything is fine, but you know it isn’t. Things start happening faster. More lamps go out, a
wind picks up, and a shadow passes over the city. That is when the howls begin anew. You want to stay,
with every ounce of your being you do, but you know that the time of the City of Light is over. It is no
longer the safe haven it once was. And so you run. There are some that can’t bear to be alone again, and
so run to the woods together. All too soon you hear their screams until they are cut short by a horrible
tearing sound.
There are some that just can’t leave the light, they just can’t stand to go back into the darkness,
and so they flee into the buildings to try to find some kind of safety. It is not long before you hear their
screams as well. Their screams are not cut short. They go on for hours. This terrible sound that cuts into
your very being and haunts your dreams. It seems as though it will never end as it slowly drives you mad,
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but just as you are about to succumb you are finally greeted by silence.
And so the cycle of running and resting continues, until once again the City of Light gives its
brief reprieve, or you just can’t run any longer. And they finally get you too.
Mr. Lies
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Noah Kinsley
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For Crying Out Loud
The first time I remember… hah, the first time I remember experiencing any sort of major “blip”
in my memory was when I had confused my daughter with my granddaughter. I had recognized the faces,
the ages—all that. It was the names that got me. To my credit, they did have very similar names: Mary
and Maria. But I guess that’s no excuse. Anyway, we were having family over and, while I’m very good
at small talk, I just prefer to listen. And, well, I was just sort of sitting on the wayside when out of
nowhere Mary asked me,
“Dad, can I get you some water?”
“Some water… uh, yeah, sure,” I said, at least that's what I remember saying.
“Ice or no ice?”
“Ice please.”
“Okay, Dad, it’ll be ready in a second.”
“Thank you, Maria.”
She sort of stared at me for a second after that, you could tell she didn’t know how to feel. How
do you feel after something like that? An old relative calling you the wrong name. Do you correct them?
Let it go? I didn’t know, and neither did she. So she just smiled and went into the kitchen. A bit after the
family gathering, my wife sat down with my daughter and me and we had a small talk. They said I should
go to the doctor and have some sort of brain scan or whatever since, apparently, it wasn’t the first time
this had happened.
And begrudgingly, I agreed. When we eventually went to the doctor's, they kept mentioning these
plaques in my brain and how chemicals are slowly killing things off and all that so and so. Mary and her
husband seemed so concerned. They asked so many questions about how we can prevent this and how we
can cope.
“Memantine is an option we can consider,” the doctor said. But there was no “considering,” they
wanted me to take that medicine even if it killed me.
Everything since then has been a blur, a thick fog rolling in and out. A whole day can feel like a
minute, and a minute can go by in an hour. Mary had told me some story about how I asked Julia, “What
time is it?” every five minutes for over an hour. We had our laughs and all that, but deep down I could tell
she was scared, and she could probably tell I was too.
All that was years ago, the medicine never works but Mary insists I take it.
“The headaches Mary, you know how the doctor said I’d get headaches from this”
“Just take the medicine, Dad!”
“I’ve been taking it for three years, nothing’s changed! I hardly remember anything! I hardly
remember you half the time!”
My heart skipped a beat after that. We both sat there for a second trying to comprehend what had
happened. Our first fight in a while, at least that I can remember. She seemed so broken by that. I don’t
even remember why I was mad in the first place. Was it the headaches? Did she break something?
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“It’s been five years,” she mumbled. What? What was she talking abou- oh! The medicine. It was
the medicine.
“Five years?” I replied. “Time flies.”
She sat down, laying sprawled out on the couch. “Yeah, time flies. I don't think I can do this
anymore.”
Later that night I heard her on the phone, I couldn’t hear much, but I heard enough. She kept
saying she couldn’t have me living there.
“I just, I can’t handle it anymore. He can barely remember what happened ten minutes ago!” Ten
minutes ago. I understood fully what she meant, and she wasn’t wrong. I don’t even remember what we
were arguing about just earlier today. The only thing that I can remember is just her saying, “Five years.”
Five years for what, Maria? I laid in bed contemplating it: five years for what? Five years for what? As I
drifted asleep, my head felt heavy, and the next thing I knew it was morning. But why is it morning? I had
just fallen asleep two seconds ago. I can fall asleep fast, but not that fast. Before I could comprehend what
had happened, Mary had walked into the room, holding a cup of orange juice and a bowl of oatmeal.
“Mary, what happened!” I asked, almost screaming. “Wha- what's going on, where am I?”
“Your home with me, everything is fine,” she reassured me.
But everything was not fine. Was my mind finally slipping? Is this what I'm destined to be like
forever? I rubbed my eyes, wondering if I was just dreaming. But just as my hands left my face, I was
back. Back to where I was. Back in my old room, I could still hear Maria…Mary? I could still hear Mary
in the other room on the phone. My heart was racing at a million miles an hour, but I somehow managed
to still be tired. Before I could fully comprehend what had happened, I drifted back off to sleep.
The next morning I was constantly uneasy. Was it even morning? Was I still dreaming? Was it
even a dream? Nothing made sense, what was happening? While I was trying to make sense of it all,
Mary walked in, holding the same cup of orange juice and the same cup of oatmeal as before.
“Oh god,” I shouted. “Mary, is that you?”
“Jeez, what's gotten into you. Every day I wake you up and you get all shaky.” Every day? This
has happened before? Was it not a dream? Does this happen every day? “Now sit up and eat your
breakfast.”
Even if I was hungry, I could hardly eat. I wanted to know what happened yesterday. Why did it
seem so realistic? The doctor told me about hallucinations, but I never knew they could be this real.
“C'mon Dad, it's getting cold.”
Nothing made sense, has it always been like this? Is this the only time I can remember it? What’s
real?
“Has it always been like this?” That was the only thing I could get out. I was trying not to pass
out from sheer stress. My whole life, all of my memories could simply be… fabricated, but if I think
they're fabricated, they must not be, right? The whole self aware, “if you know, you know, then you must
truly know,” thing?
“No, it’s only been the last two days,” she replied. “Yesterday morning, you woke up all panicky
and scared, but then you just were fine all of a sudden.”
“Oh”
“Yeah, and… Isaiah and I were talking yesterday and decided that we should put you in a nursing
home.”
“Why?”
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“Cause I just don't have the capability to keep track of you and work at the same time. I’m sorry
Dad.”
“How much longer till I have to go?”
“We still need to find a place and get you all set up. I’d say a week or so.”
She set the cup and bowl down on the dresser before leaving the room, closing the door behind
her. I was still trying to comprehend what had happened. In the span of what felt like five minutes, my
whole world had been essentially flipped on its head. Nothing made sense, I still couldn’t wrap my mind
around it. Or maybe I could just be overreacting. My heart began racing again. I took a deep breath and
closed my eyes, but when I opened them, everything was the same. My food was still on the table and I
was still wearing the same clothes, but when I reached for the nightstand, my eyes fixated on my hand. It
looked like it de-aged by 25 years! No wrinkles, no bulging veins, or deformed scars.
“Mary,” was the only thing that could leave my mouth. “Mary?! Where are you? Can you hear
me?”
After laying there for five minutes with no reply, I mustered up the courage to get up and open the
door. Only, when I opened it, it wasn’t the hallway that’s always been there. It was...a speakeasy? What?
Everything around me seemed so familiar, but so off at the same time. Like I’d seen the place a thousand
times before, but couldn’t remember where it was. I wandered through the crowds of people like a
drunkard, trying to make sense of what was happening. Where was this place? Who were these people?
What had happened?
After wandering for a bit, I sat myself down at a table to relax.
“Can I get you a drink?” someone said. “Hello? Are you alive?” I turned around to see a woman
staring at me.
“So you are alive,” she said in a snarky tone.
“Do I know you?”
“Would you like to?” she replied.
“I- I don't know.”
“Oh, well, I best be on my way then,” she said, before walking back into the crowd. She felt
familiar in so many ways: her voice, her charm. It all had a certain sort of vibe that I just couldn’t put my
finger on. But it doesn’t matter, she’s gone now. Somewhere in the crowd probably finding a guy to talk
to. Someone who isn’t dealing with some super realistic dream about being 25 years younger in the
speakeasy where they met their wi- I got up and immediately ran around the bar, trying desperately to find
her.
“Julia!” I shouted. “Julia!”
Again and again I kept shouting her name, running around like a madman. My heart raced before
eventually coming to a screeching halt. My eyelids felt heavy and my knees weak. Before I could
comprehend. I woke up in my bed again, not shocked, but relieved. I looked at my hand to find it was
back to the way it was before. And the picture...the picture of Julia I had kept all these years? It was
someone else. Someone I’d never met, a completely different woman. “Ann, 1949-2012,” it had written
on it.
I got up and went for the door, hoping it would lead me back to the speakeasy, but it didn’t. It just
brought me to the same hallway I’ve seen for years. But it wasn’t the same. The colors seemed faded, like
they had gotten too much exposure to the sun. But the sun couldn’t have done that. There were no
windows that even looked into that hallway. Maybe they were always like this.
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Mary was in the other room, presumably working. I often forget how much she really does for
me. Working a full time job, taking care of me and still spending time with her husband.
“Who’s Ann?” I asked her softly.
“Ohh, hey,” she said, surprised. “How about we go for a ride?”
We both climbed into her old Ford Fusion before heading down the road. She began talking about
how Ann and I had met at an old speakeasy and about our wedding day. About how I had accidentally
spilled some tea on her once and she kicked me out because of it. All these important events that she
seemed to remember better than I could. The time me and Ann had run out of gas in the mountains once,
and the ranger found us asleep in each other's arms. Once we got to a stop light, Mary started talking
about how Ann passed away a couple years ago and how she thinks that somehow caused my Dementia.
And these stories were sweet, but the whole time she was talking, I knew none of this was real. I knew I
had fallen in love with a stranger.
After the car ride she had brought us back home, she went back to working at her computer while
I tried to return to the old speakeasy. I twisted and turned and covered myself in the sheets. Nothing felt
comfortable, nothing was relaxing, the more I wanted to go back the harder it became. I started to stress
out, I started to panic and shake even more, than just as I had lost hope, my eyes felt heavy and I drifted
off.
I woke up in the same bed, in the same sheets. But I felt off. Was I going to end up back at the
speakeasy? Was Mary just on the other side of the door ready to tell me I had just woken up? I had to
know. A bright light came from under the door. I finally mustered up the courage to check. No hallway,
just led right to a small apartment. Yellow walls with a light hanging right over a small dinner table. Two
plates laid out, both with their own meals on them. One was a small steak with a little pile of greens next
to it. The other was macaroni and cheese with some mashed potatoes and gravy. It was all set up so nicely.
“Just let yourself in I see.”
“Yeah, ummm, sorry about that. Was just in a hurry, you know.”
Ann walked into the room, wearing a black dress with two white lines near the waist. She seemed
almost 30 years younger than me. Young enough to be my kid.
“Well, head into the bathroom and get yourself situated. Food will be ready in ten,” she winked.
“Don’t take too long.”
I didn’t have time for this, I needed to find Julia again, but I couldn’t just leave. I don’t know how
to leave. The bathroom would give me some time alone to think, so I went there for a bit, at least to wash
my hands and face. I kept looking in the mirror at my old self. How did Ann not notice the huge age gap?
Any person would think this is weird. This had to be a dream. But the justifications never worked out. I
knew it was all fake, but then what can I determine is real? Is Ann real? Is Julia fake? Is th“Are you done yet?”
“Yeah, yeah, just finishing up,” I said, “will be out in a minute.”
I opened the bathroom door and headed into the living room. We had both sat down and enjoyed
ourselves. Despite the fact I wasn’t even sure if this was real, I was able to have a good time. She told me
all these stories about her job and her co-workers while I tried to keep up and tell her the only stories I
could even remember clearly. By the end of it, we were both slightly drunk and dying of laughter. As I
was bringing my plate into the kitchen, some tea accidently spilled onto her dress. A small enough
amount that I didn’t even notice, but she did. Somehow it set her off.
“Do you know how expensive this is? It cost more than a car!”
“I’m sorry! We can go clean it off or something! Don’t worry about it.”
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“Don’t worry about it? You can’t tell me what I can and can’t worry about! You want me to tell
you what you can and can’t worry about?”
Ann steadily walked towards me and grabbed me by the collar. “Was this what Mary was talking
about?” I kept asking myself. What could I even do? How did I even stay with her if this was how it
went?
She pushed me out the front door and stared at me. “Apologize, or we’re never speaking again.”
This was it, this was where I could throw out Ann and keep looking for Julia. She kept looking at
me, waiting for a response. But I couldn’t say anything. I turned around and left. If I had never met Julia,
how would I have Mary in the first place? As I was heading out of the apartment complex, my knees got
tired and my eyelids felt heavy. And I slept.
I was comfortable. I expected to be back in my bed, but when I woke up, I was in the nursing
home. Alone. How did I get here? When did I get here?
“When did I get here?” I asked the nurse. “What’s going on?”
“You’re at St John’s Nursing home,” she replied with a calm voice.
“Where’s Mary?”
“Who?”
“My kid!” I demanded. I knew no matter what answer I’d get it wasn’t going to be a good one.
Was Mary part of my imagination as well? Did she just drop me off one day and leave?
“She said you kept on talking about this one Julia girl so one night she just brought you in,” the
nurse stated.
Hearing this hit like a brick to the head. My whole married life, every memory had just been a
hallucination. A false memory. Ann had been real the whole time. I could feel my heart sink to the bottom
of my stomach. Nothing made sense.
“Sir, are you ok?”
“When are visiting times?”
“Thursday, I believe.”
That Thursday, after Mary had finished work, we both had a sit down to discuss what had
happened. You could hear the concern in her voice when she talked. She didn’t want to take me here, but
she had no other choice.
“I just want what's best for you” she kept telling me. And I believed it. What I didn't believe was
that I had lived the last couple of years believing that I was married to someone who didn’t exist. And
Mary never told me. Just before visiting hours ended, Mary reminded me to take my medicine. And
although I hated the headaches, I wanted to make her happy.
Simon Messacar

anecdotes that keep me from shrinking
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i hurt. i hurt a lot. and when i’m not hurting, i just feel numb. i used to like a lot of things in
between my hurting times. but now those breaks have shrunk to become one contiguous timeline. when i
feel really small, i have to think of when i liked things so that i don’t disappear completely.
i feel small right now. so i’ll tell you what’s in my mind, keeping me big enough not to collapse in on
myself and disappear.
im thinking of driving in the car with the three of them and turning up the music so loud that her
car radio crinkled and sent vibrations through the car doors, making our elbows bounce where we rested
them on the open windows.
im thinking of sitting on the back of her old creaky bike and hugging onto her waist because i
didn’t want her to bike home in the dark by herself. the wind was strong but still felt warm as we raced
the rain clouds.
im thinking of how we stripped naked and covered our eyes as we ran towards the water. the lake
water felt so unnaturally warm just after the sunset, even though we thought it would feel so cold. nothing
felt better than being with her, hugging our knees and sitting at the very edge of the dock before jumping
back into the moonlit water.
im thinking of wearing pretty dresses and hanging out the windows of his car. he drove so fast,
but only after we promised we’d hold on tight to the handles attached to the ceiling. i would lay back so
far i could touch the leaves on the branches that hung out over the road.
im thinking of her and i nervously creeping up the worn, wooden basement stairs so we could slip
out into the crisp october air. we’d run on the cooling pavement in just our socks until we were far enough
away from the light of my mom’s bedroom window to put on our shoes. stumbling home in the early
morning, we carelessly made much more noise.
im thinking of laying side by side in her big orange tent. even though there was enough space to
spread out, we cuddled close just to be near each other. we screamed together when they came to scare us
and we laughed together after they left.
im thinking of sharing kayaks only meant for one person. they sunk lower in the water than they
should have, but we stayed afloat. other people laughed, but we ignored them because we were having
fun. and we knew that we had twice the arm power to paddle with.
im thinking of our knees bumping into each other as we stood shivering together on the outside of
the concrete barrier. we shrieked every time we jumped, even though we’d done it enough times not to be
scared anymore. we laughed when he/they landed with a slap on the water, but we laid in the grass with
him/them after, with the sun warming our skin.
im thinking of pushing the two couches together so we could make a nest in which we would
snuggle under blankets and sleeping cats. we would get too warm, but we’d never remove the blankets
which shielded our toes from the monsters we feared would pop out of the tv screen. i only felt safe
because she was there with me.
im thinking of standing on one of the many bridges arching over the creek and looking up to see
our favorite collections of stars. we popped the cork and it flew into the dark water running below us. we
felt bad for littering, but we went out of our way to recycle the glass bottle when we were done.
im thinking of it being so hot out it felt like my skin was melting off. we swam to celebrate our
hard work. we ate soggy french fries and took turns on the swings. and at the end of the day, he taught me
how to ride my bike with no hands on our way home.
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im thinking of sitting in a circle with new faces and old ones, but feeling at peace nonetheless. we
left the string of christmas lights on and covered the floor in blow-up mattresses so that we could lay
down and fall asleep to the soothing recorded voice pouring from the tv amidst blue light. she snored,
which kept me awake, but i didn’t mind.
im thinking of when we sat down to all try something new. it was good until it wasn’t, and when
it wasn’t, i was glad she was there. we held hands and laid our backs on the bathroom floor tile. it was
scary, but i loved being with her. and now when we try new things, or old ones, we do it together.
im thinking of dipping into freezing cold water just to scurry back into the suffocating heat inside.
the walk back upstairs surprisingly didn’t even feel cold because our bodies were saturated with the heat
from below. our towels hung by our sides and our bare feet stuck to the packed down snow. and if i closed
my eyes, it felt just like a summer night.
im thinking of standing at the edge of the water and not caring about getting sand in our shoes. i
was wearing my favorite green dress because i wanted to dress fancy for my favorite person. but i
remember only being able to think about how much i loved how she looked in her outfit. we tried to skip
rocks and talked about how we’d get married some day. i still believe it.
Anonymous
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meat hole
The air in here tastes like metal, cold and sharp, and slices deep through the skin it skates over into bone.
Occasionally, a warm, sanguine draft will roll through the room and morph the whistling sound of a blade
into the wet, beating noise of a heart. In those moments, the air tastes of metal still, but thick and
hot—like blood sliding down the throat and bubbling up through the nose. It smells like life, like wet dirt
and heavy breathing; the kind of life that seeks to destroy all else, that has grown and bloated to become
much larger than it was ever meant to be. The walls glisten, and the low, flickering light of a torch
transforms them into twitching, squirming flesh. Stones and mud, bones and body and blood, ripple down
the steep insides of this beast and slam into each other with the wet, violent sound of a fist into meat. The
pale and twisted wooden supports that arch around the walls like cracked ribs scream and groan as the
wind pushes through them. There are no animals in this cave, nothing living at all not so far past its
mouth—no light patter of feet or soft murmur of wings. Not even the worm-like stem of a dandelion.
Nothing but the breath, the heartbeat in the breeze, the creaking of bone. There is no space for further life
in a place that’s already alive: it cannot tolerate the existence of anything other than itself. And the hand
that holds the torch aloft quivers because it knows with every fiber of its being, by the very fact that it
knows something, that it is alive.
Linnea Ouimet
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Creative Freedom

As a student, writing is one of my passions. I find writing as an easier way to
communicate and express myself than talking. I have liked writing for as long as I can remember.
Even though I did not write stories, I liked writing about my day and taking notes, storing the
world’s information in my notebook. Exploring different types of writing was one of many
things I was excited about when taking English classes. I like to have creative freedom where
there are no page limits, word counts, range of sentences, etc. for a writing assignment. Any of
these limitations would create a block in the creative river of my mind and stop the flow of ideas.
Also, I like to work by myself when it comes to writing assignments so that I do not clash ideas
with someone else. I want to be able to read a piece of writing I wrote for school and know that I
wrote it. I want to recognize myself when I read my old writing.
When I was a freshman at Washburn High School in South Minneapolis, I was learning
about sonnets since we were reading Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare. I was already
feeling uneasy. I am more of a prose or free verse kind of person when it comes to poetry.
Sonnets are a structured type of poem with specific rules: 14 lines, ten syllables per line, and
ABAB CDCD EFEF GG rhyme scheme. I looked at my teacher, Mr. Rice, with an intense stare,
trying to send a message to him to not assign the class this. Clearly, he was not paying any
attention to me and assigned the class to write a sonnet with a partner.
I was happy and disappointed at the same time. I was glad that I did not have to write this
sonnet by myself, but I did not like to work with someone when it comes to writing. I am a solo
writer. Thankfully, I was sitting next to someone whom I befriended a few weeks earlier. She and
I were brainstorming a topic we wanted to write about. We thought of something abstract like an
emotion or a memory. My partner thought of joy and childhood. I was not sure if we should go
with those themes, but I could suggest anything else. Next, we thought of words that rhyme and
sentences that were ten syllables. As we wrote the sonnet, I felt a drift between the two of us as
we continued to write. I was seeing more of her words than I was seeing mine. I did not confront
her about it because I wanted to turn in this sonnet as soon as possible.
I could feel my soul washing on the shore,
The shore that blinded my sense of reality.
My eyes kept dreaming of the day I’d soar,
But after all I was lost in a calamity.
I could see my soul running towards the dark,
Running, running away from a lost fire,
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A fire that burned within the bark,
Burning, burning the center of my desire.
I could hear my soul screaming for help,
One that would never come but with my death,
So I listened to the endless yelp,
That echoed amongst the sound of my breath.
So I ask you where can you find true joy,
But found within the pile of a child’s toy.
We still had time before class ended, so I decided to read over our sonnet. As amazing as
it sounded, I did not like it. I did not understand what we wrote. I did not recognize myself in it
at all. Nothing about this sonnet was something that I experienced. I was thoroughly
disappointed. Before class ended, we turned in our poem. I felt relieved that it was over.
Once the bell rang, I headed toward the cafeteria. After I received my lunch, I pulled out
my English notebook and started writing a sonnet of my own. I felt like the partner sonnet was
not as collaborative as it may have looked. I managed to finish before the bell rang for the 4th
period. It felt more like me and as much as I liked to be around my partner, I did not think we
should be writing together. This sonnet was much better.
Love is an abstract emotion for me;
I cannot understand the reason
To find a person who would want to be
My soulmate when it is not the season.
Love cannot make sense for a human when
They have trouble finding the perfect one.
One would need to select someone, then
Use emotions to determine if done.
Romance is not clear in my mind; therefore,
Finding someone who could become my own
Will be more difficult to reach than before.
I lack the skill, so I will be alone.
Love is an abstract emotion for me,
So I must live my life for me to be.
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I packed my stuff up and headed for 4th period. I was satisfied that I wrote a sonnet that
connected to me more than the one I collaborated with.
When I was a junior at Washburn, in my IB English class, my class and I were reading
How the Garcia Girls Lost Their Accents by Julia Alvarez. My English teacher, Ms. Koppel,
gave the class an assignment to write a sestina. Quite an open-ended assignment. A sestina is
another form of poetry that is structured and has a few rules: six lines, seven stanzas, use six
keywords at the end of each line that is repeated throughout the poem, and the final stanza has
three lines with a mixture of those six keywords. Quite a complicated but open-ended writing
assignment. I thought about writing a sestina based on the four daughters in How the Garcia
Girls Lost Their Accents because it was fresh in my mind. I came up with six keywords that
mostly summed up those daughters: “America”, “English”, “Spanish”, “heart”, “home”, and
“child.” Then, I just started writing. I started with a line and next thing I knew, I had finished it
before class had ended.
We left the Dominican Republic to be safe in America,
But I still miss home.
In the new country, we had to learn English
And keep our language, Spanish,
To ourselves in the heart
Of a child.
When I was a child,
I was walking from school to home
And came across a man speaking in English
I noticed that he was a man of greed in America,
So I ran to my mother and told her what happened in Spanish.
Telling the police what happened would have stopped my heart.
My heart
Was having trouble getting used to my second home.
I knew that in America
I would need to speak in English,
But I was only a child.
Now, I am losing my first language, Spanish.
My tongue was custom-made for Spanish.
Mami and Papi taught me as a child,
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In my first home,
To keep my language in my tongue and heart.
When I came to America,
My tongue was taken by English.
When I was learning English,
I knew that as a child
I could lose my Spanish.
Even in America,
I knew that in my heart
I would return home.
The Dominican Republic will always be home
In my heart.
As a child,
It was my goal to continue speaking Spanish
And learn English.
It all changed thanks to living in America.
More importantly, Spanish should always come before English.
I came to America as a child,
And my home is in my heart.
Even though I had never written a sestina before, it was the best piece of poetry I have
ever written. I turned in my sestina to the turn-in bin with great confidence and got ready for my
next class.
Creative freedom for writing assignments is important for students to appreciate and like
writing assignments. Since I lacked freewriting opportunities in high school, I wanted to have
writing assignments where I could choose one or the other: topic of my choice or the
structure/form of my choice. I thrived in writing assignments where I could choose. Creative
freedom gave me the opportunity to improve my writing skills and expand my horizons for
expressing myself.
Miller Alumnae
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Mr Rice: Red Lobster Lobster
Insists he’s not balding. He is graying though.
Erin Thill: President of the Kieran Padgett Fan Club
They are actually part man, part platypus.
Linnea Ouimet: Burger Flipper Heir Apparently/New Resident Evil
They have a lot.
Liam O’Neil: Fish Boy and Burger Girl
Just imagine if Bruce Lee and God had a baby. And then that baby trained them. That’s who they are.
Amy Taschler: Kieran Padgett’s #1 Fan
She was pretty good at jiu-jitsu in middle school.
Kieran Padgett: Popeye’s Shrimp Captain
Yes, that is her natural hair color. No, you can’t have it. Also a Big fan of Hayden Brown. Hayden, She is
in love with you.
Naomi Marshall: Duke of White Castle
Can break a board with their forehead (or so they’ve been told). All they have is a headache.
Grace Ulferts: Fish Breeder from Hungary
She would 100% recommend the Odyssey! Employees were so friendly and helpful to her, she was so
very thankful!
Hayden Brown: Millions Crab Crewmate
When is Mcdonald’s going to bring the McRib back? Wake him up then.
Nora Priede Von Herber: Mr. Colonel of Fried Chicken
One day they wore their favorite shirt to school and Kieran said it was cool and they’ve been living off
that high for a year and a half now.
Emily Selchow: Krabby Patty Beta Tester
She couldn’t find the end call button so she stayed to laugh at the seniors.
Olive Strike: Master of Deep Fryer
Found the end call button for Emily but she wouldn’t let her leave. Guess she grew to like it.
Eleanor Payne: Butter Burger General
They tried to find something clever to say, but time’s up.
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Jacqui Kelly: Wii Golf Champion
Yeah, is it too late now to say sorry? Cause I’m missing more than just your body. Is it too late now to say
sorry? Yeah I know that I let you down, Is it too late to say sorry now?
Isabel Kleckner: Supreme Drip Lord
Goes to Washburn High School and loves it there. Won an award for perfect attendance to Odyssey
meetings. You have until August 30th to confess your love to them.
Piper Seals: Mrs. Illinois 1991
Enjoys chugging bottle after bottle of water, now divorced.
Will Malmberg’s Sister: Related to Will Malmberg
Will Malmberg is her brother.
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